Children’s Gifts
A. DREAM BIG LITTLE
ONE PLAQUE

£12/€14.50
A wonderful rainbow mantel
plaque with the words ‘Dream
Big Little One’. Perfect for
decorating a nursery or
bedroom. MDF and Metal.
Size: H12.5 x W22 x D4cm.
11740 £12/€14.50

B. ELEPHANT MONEY BOX

£14/€17
The elephant shaped money
bank is designed with a slot
for coins and folded notes,
which can be retrieved from
the reverse. A fun feature
allows you to slide the elephants
ear back to reveal a window
to see what you’ve saved!
MDF and Plastic.
Size: H13.5 x W20 x D5cm.
11741 £14/€17

Dear Valued Customer
This extra special Children’s catalogue brings you warm seasonal & all-year
round quality & individuality.
We cannot thank you enough for supporting your local VivaMK Partnership.
Our aim is to put Customers at the forefront of everything we do, whilst
encouraging our cherished partnerships to grow.
Thank you for taking the time to be part of VivaMK, the ‘People’s Business’.
MICHAEL KHATKAR
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Oh-So-Soft Plush Elephant
a wonderful, snuggly gift for babies and young children

A. BAMBINO WHITE
PLUSH ELEPHANT

£12
€14.50

Safe from birth
Stitched eyes
Super-soft plush
A.BAMBINO WHITE
PLUSH ELEPHANT
Give the precious
new arrival a gift to be
cherished and snuggled
for a lifetime with
this super-soft plush
white elephant.
This cuddly toy features
the softest white
fur and with fabric eyes
he is safe from birth.
The perfect comforting
companion for your tiny
new arrival. Size: H18 x
W25 x D19cm.
11742 £12/€14.50
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£10/€12

B. SOFT TOUCH
BABY BLANKET

C. HOODED
BABY TOWEL
WITH EARS

£7
€8.50

B. SOFT TOUCH BABY BLANKET
Wrap your little one up with this super soft
and cosy giraffe print plush blanket.
Suitable from birth onwards. Cuddly &
lightweight. Perfect gift for newborn, baby
showers and kids’ birthdays. 100% polyester.
Machine washable. Size: H75 x W90cm approx.
11685 £10/€12

C. HOODED BABY TOWEL WITH EARS
Hooded towel that has little ears stitched into
the hood. Perfect for wrapping up and drying
after bath time. 100% cotton. Machine washable
Size: H75 x W100cm.
11724 £7/€8.50

D. CELLULAR BLANKET

£5
/€6
EACH
D. CELLULAR BLANKET
This cosy blanket has a
clever ‘cell’ construction
that traps the air,
keeping baby cool
in the summer and
warm in the winter.
100% cotton. Machine
washable. Choice of
3 colours. Size of
each: H75 x W75cm.
PINK 11726
WHITE 11725
BLUE 11727
£5/€6 EACH
FREE DELIVERY FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 3

Clever click-&-lock children’s cutlery
Colourful and durable - perfect for everyday use

Pink

A. CHILDREN’S 3-PIECE
CUTLERY SET

£9
/€11
EACH SET
Set Includes:
1 Fork
1 Spoon
1 Knife

Blue

A. CHILDREN’S 3-PIECE CUTLERY SET
Perfect for your little ones, the colourful and durable
children’s 3-piece cutlery set is ideal for everyday use.
Made using strong yet lightweight plastic, they are
comfortable to hold for better control. The practical
and stylish handles can join together so you don’t
lose them. Stainless steel and plastic construction.
Hand wash. Suitable for ages 5+.
11752 PINK 11751 BLUE
£9/€11 EACH
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Packs of 3 easy wipe bibs
Pocket to catch crumbs

PVC free

Phthalate-free

Dinosaur Roar

£6.50/€8

Water-resistant

EACH PACK

Hungry Elephants

B. SET OF 3 EASY WIPE BIBS
Keep your little ones clean at mealtimes with our set of 3 easy wipe clean bibs, available in two fun designs.
11754 DINOSAUR ROAR 11755 HUNGRY ELEPHANTS
£6.50/€8 EACH PACK

C. CHILDREN’S
4-PIECE DINNER SET

Fairytale
Set Includes:
1 Plate with
3 food sections
1 Mug
Fork & Spoon

C. CHILDREN’S 4-PIECE DINNER SET
4-piece dinner set, available in two gorgeous designs,
is perfect for weaning your little one. Suitable from
age 6+ months. Hand wash. Plastic. Plate 21cm Diam.
Spoon & fork H14cm. Mug H6.5cm x 7.5cm Diam.
11915 FAIRYTALE
11916 DINOSAURS
£15/€18 EACH

£15
/€18
EACH SET

Dinosaurs
5

WAY TOO COOL
FOR SCHOOL!

Rainbow

Characterful drawstring bags

only £9/€11 each
A. DRAWSTRING BAGS
These lightweight & durable drawstring
bags, available in three different designs,
are ideal for everyday use. Each bag
features a stunning, brightly coloured
design. Made from polyester.
Size of each: H42 x W34 x D0.5cm.

Lemur

RAINBOW DRAWSTRING BAG
11756 £9/€11

Pug

LEMUR DRAWSTRING BAG
11758 £9/€11
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PUG DRAWSTRING BAG
11757 £9/€11

Great gift idea with a personal touch!
Personalise
with a name
for FREE

B. 12 COLOURING PENCILS
IN WOODEN BOX

£7.50/€9
Traditional pencil box with sliding
cover, which has a ruler function
at the back. Includes 12 colouring
pencils. Size: W21.5 x H4 x D3.5cm.
Personalise with a name up to
10 characters.
60040 £7.50/€9

Lid is a ruler on reverse

C. UPRIGHT KOALA AND DOG PENCIL CASES

£10
/€12
EACH

Lid open
C. UPRIGHT KOALA AND DOG
PENCIL CASES
Keep your stationery safe at
home or school with these
upright pencil cases, available
in Dog or Koala design. Made
from silicone. Zip opening. Size
of each: H18 x W5.5 x D5.5cm.
KOALA 11759 £10/€12
DOG 11760 £10/€12

Koala

Dog
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Create Your Own Candle!
The perfect craft idea for hours of creative fun

only

£11/€13.50

SET INCLUDES:
Fragrance droppers 5ml
with colour dye
Candle tins with clear lid
Recipe card
Candle wicks packed in
PP bag

Measuring cup 30ml
Wooden sticks
Bag of wax chips
Die cut sticker sheet
Blister card
Instructions sheets

A. CREATE YOUR
OWN CANDLE
Create and customise
fragrant candles with this
candle lab designed to
provide hours of creative
fun. Melt & mix the
wax, add in the desired
amount of colour dye
and fragrance to create
your unique candle.
Ages 14+.
11731 £11/€13.50

B. DOCTOR PLAY SET

£12

€14.50

Set includes:
Doctors Apron
Stethoscope
Syringe
IV bag

Thermometer
Bandage box
Headlight
Doctors case

B. DOCTOR PLAY SET
A great set for any child who loves
playing doctors (or vets) with their friends or
stuffed animals. There’ll be no end to the imaginative
adventures and role playing. Suitable for ages 3+.
11917 £12/€14.50
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C. PICNIC
BRICK SET

£5/€6

C. PICNIC BRICK SET
Set of picnic design building bricks.
Contains 37 pieces. Age 6+.
11732 £5/€6

Volcano Eruption
Science kit
ONLY

£11/€13.50

Set includes:
Volcano
Plastic cup
Syringe

Plastic Scoop
Stirring Rod
Goggles

Sodium Bicarbonate
Powder
Citric Acid 		

D. SCIENCE VOLCANO ERUPTION KIT
Enjoy science with your DIY Volcano Eruption Kit.
Follow the steps and watch as you make your very
own mini explosion! Age 3+.
11729 £11/€13.50

E. OOZE ‘N’ SLIME
SCIENCE

£10
€12

Set includes:
Bottle of
bubble solution
1 pack of gunge mix
1 monster mould
1 pack of cornflour
1 glowing sticker set
3 craft dyes
1 mixing cup
1 funnel
1 pipette
1 glow solution
1 resealable bag
Instructions

E. OOZE ‘N’ SLIME SCIENCE
Get their scientific juices flowing with this Ooze & Slime Science kit. They can create
slimy creatures and blow neon bubbles. Suitable for ages 8+.
11733 £10/€12
FREE DELIVERY FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 9

Fun & exciting children’s games!
A. TRUMPET TRUNKS

£10/€12

Contents:
20 Game Cards
2 Elephant Masks
6 Trumpet Mouthpieces
Instructions

This 2 player game is great for kids & adults alike!
Use the trumpet and mouthpieces to flip over the
numbered cards. The player with the most points at
the end of the game wins! Suitable for ages 5+.
11761 £10/€12

B. MUMBO JUMBO

£10/€12

Contents:
8 Mouthpieces
1 Pencil
Game Cards
1 Die
1 Sand Timer

Guess the word! Players divide into teams,
and they have to guess the phrase their
teammates are saying before the timer
runs out. Over 600 fun phrases.
2-8 players. Suitable for ages 7+.
11762 £10/€12

C. 2-IN-1 GAME

£10/€12
There’s lots of family fun to
be had with our 2-in-1 game,
Marble Mountain & Croc Grab.
Each game comes with
instructions. 2-4 players.
Suitable for ages 6+.
11763 £10/€12
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D. 3D FAIRY PUZZLE

£3.50/€4.20

45 S
I
P ECE

Create a magical fairy adventure with this 45 piece
puzzle, including 7 slot-in pieces. If you have a
child that loves fairies, then this puzzle is perfect
for them! It helps to promote problem-solving,
imaginative play and hand/eye coordination.
Suitable for ages 3+. Size: L40 x W30cm.
11764 £3.50/€4.20

30 S
PIECE

Includes:
1 sticker sheet
8 x 3D pieces
22 x regular pieces

E. 3D PLANETS FLOOR PUZZLE

£11/€13.50
A fantastic puzzle for any space enthusiast!
Once built, you’ll have a great view of our solar
system. Includes 30pc jigsaw, 8 x 3D slot in
pieces and 1 x sticker sheet. Completed puzzle
size: L58 x W88cm. Suitable for ages 3+.
11914 £11/€13.50

45
PIECLEES
PUZZ

F. 4 PUZZLE COLLECTION

£13/€16
This 4 puzzle collection is perfect for keeping
little ones entertained as well as encouraging
problem-solving skills. Each puzzle contains
45 pieces and when finished, creates a
colourful scene of either farmyard, vehicles,
dinosaurs or pirates. Suitable for ages 3+.
Size of each puzzle: L40 x W30cm.
11765 £13/€16

FREE DELIVERY FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 11

Colouring sets only £3.50/€4.20 each
Jungle

Unicorn
A. JUNGLE/
UNICORN
COLOURING
SETS
Colouring sets
containing half
sized pencils, a
sheet of stickers
and eight A4
sheets to colour
in. 2 designs to
choose from.
Suitable for Ages
3+. Size: H29.5 x
W22cm
JUNGLE 11768
UNICORN 11767
£3.50/€4.20
EACH

Activity books only £1/€1.20 each
Fairy

Farm

B. FAIRY/
FARM ACTIVITY
BOOKS
Mini activity
books which
include stickers,
dot to dot, word
searches, puzzles
and colouring
pages. Great
party bag item.
Available in two
designs. 24 pages
(A6 size). Suitable
for ages 3+.
FAIRY 11770
FARM 11769
£1/€1.20
EACH
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Magic sand - Holds its shape without
adding water!
C. MAGIC SAND WITH MOULDS

£7.50/€9
C. MAGIC SAND WITH MOULDS
1kg of coloured sand in a handy
tub with handle. Includes 6 fun
moulds. Sand holds its shape
without the need for water!
Suitable for ages 3+.
Sand and mould colours vary.
Size: H12 x Diam 12cm.
11910 £7.50/€9

D. MEGA JAR OF CRAFT

£12.50/€15

Set Includes:
Wooden craft sticks
Plastic blade scissors
Foam shapes
Pipe Cleaners
Crepe paper

D. MEGA JAR OF CRAFT
Perfect for art lovers. This Mega Jar of Craft is bursting with
tools to create their next masterpiece. Suitable for ages 5+.
Size: H28.5 x W18cm.
11771 £12.50/€15

Craft paper
Pom poms
Felt shapes
Googly eye
Glitter glue

Ric rac
Glue
Sequins
Confetti
Beads

FREE DELIVERY FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 13

For the inner artist waiting to burst out!
12 acrylic paints, 4 artist brushes & artists paint palette

A. 17-PIECE ACRYLIC
ARTIST SET

£9/€11
An ideal gift for
a budding artist.
It includes everything
they need to get
their artistic juices
flowing. 12 acrylic
paints, 4 artists
brushes and an
artists paint palette.
Size: H8 x W26.5
x D2.5cm.
11913 £9/€11

B. PACK OF 3
COLOURING BOOKS

£6/€7.50

B. PACK OF 3 COLOURING BOOKS
3 colouring books, each containing 60 designs.
One contains floral designs, one patterned designs
and one animal designs. Size of each book: H21 x W21 x D0.5cm.
11911 £6/€7.50
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C. SET OF 20
COLOURING PENCILS

£3/€3.60

C. SET OF 20
COLOURING PENCILS
20 x full size colouring pencils.
Height of each pencil: H17.5cm.
11912 £3/€3.60

A fun way for children to practice
drawing letters or doodling

D. WOODEN
BLACKBOARD SET

£5/€6

D. WOODEN BLACKBOARD SET
Chalk blackboard with 3 coloured chalks and an eraser to clean after use.
Size: H15 x W20cm.
11730 £5/€6

Ordering Terms & Conditions

Ordering Just got Better...
1. Write the code numbers and product description on your order
form and place the catalogue and order form back in the bag and leave outside for collection
2. Your distributor will deliver your order straight to your door. Payment on delivery.
3. All door to door orders have FREE Delivery

Love or Return

We offer a 30-day money back guarantee on all our products. You may return your products in their original
condition and packaging, accompanied with your proof of purchase, to your distributor, within 30 days of
receipt of your goods for a full refund (*Personalised items are excluded from our 30 day money back
guarantee and from your right of cancellation. In the unfortunate event that you receive a faulty item,
please contact your distributor immediately and a replacement will be arranged).

Terms and Conditions

Due to continuous product development and availability, the goods supplied to you may differ slightly from
those illustrated. For full ordering terms and conditions please refer to the back of your order form provided
in this catalogue pack. VivaMK Network Ltd is a company registered in England and Wales under number: 11400025 and

whose registered office is at: International House, 142 Cromwell Road, London, England, SW7 4EF.
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A. CBEEBIES MAGNETIC FISHING GAME

£11/€13.50

B. CBEEBIES MAGNETIC DRAWING BOARD

£12/€14.50

A. CBEEBIES MAGNETIC FISHING GAME
Take little ones fishing with this fun, colourful, and
interactive Cbeebies game that features wooden sea
creatures, fishing rods, and educational flashcards to match
what you catch with your rod. Suitable for ages 3+.
Size: W30 x H22.6 x D3.7cm.
11739 £11/€13.50

B. CBEEBIES MAGNETIC DRAWING BOARD
Create colourful masterpieces with the Cbeebies
Magnetic Drawing Board. When you’re done, clear
the screen and start again. Improves hand-eye
coordination and colour & shape recognition.
Suitable for ages 3+. Size: H24 x L37 x D4.2cm.
11738 £12/€14.50

C. WOODEN TEDDY BEAR PUZZLE

£9/€11

20 Durable wooden pieces

One side
numbers

One side
alphabet
For more information, contact your distributor:

MK000039

C. WOODEN TEDDY BEAR PUZZLE
Brightly coloured 20 piece wooden Teddy Bear jigsaw.
Great for teaching the alphabet and numbers as it is
printed A-Z on one side and numbers 1-26 on the other.
Wood. Size: H22 x W22cm. Age 18+ months.
90290 £9/€11

